
February 2023 

The last month of winter opened with the rather familiar pattern of deep low pressure to the north of Scotland 

and a belt of more settled high pressure over the Azores extending a ridge up in to the Southwest Approaches. 

Any unsettled wet and windy weather was therefore restricted to more northern parts of the UK whilst we 

enjoyed rather quieter conditions across the islands albeit with gloomy skies with a smattering of light rain 

showers. 

Cloudy conditions prevailed for the first few days with air temperatures on the mild side for early February as 

moderate westerly winds covered much of central and southern UK. By the 4th however, a weakening cold 

front started to drop down across the country with the promise of a slightly cooler flow behind. This front 

arrived in the Channel just before dawn on the 5th with outbreaks of mostly light rain or drizzle before clearing 

to brighter conditions through the day. Temperatures fell away slowly as our winds veered in to the northeast, 

dipping to around 5°C by mid evening. A recorded Sea Level Pressure of 1046.0hPa at 1018hrs on the 5th was 

the highest such reading for February since 1964. 

That high pressure was now very much the dominating player for the UK weather, with light winds, cooler air 

temperatures and plenty of sunshine locally. Overnight clear skies led to a couple of sharp ground frosts on the 

7
th

 & 8
th

 but the first week of the month ended with just 0.5mm of rainfall and 29.2hrs of sunshine.  

Gradually though, that high slipped eastward to be centred over Moscow by noon on the 8th, but still 

managing to extend a ridge back across southern Britain as an active cold front slipped in across the northwest 

coast of Scotland bringing gales and outbreaks of heavy rain. This front continued to make its way south and 

east across the country but weakening as it neared the Channel. Locally, cloud thickened and lowered through 

the afternoon of the 9th with outbreaks of rain and drizzle from mid afternoon before clearing that evening. 

Clear skies and light winds led to some patchy shallow fog overnight but the 10th dawned fairly bright with light 

westerly winds. 

High pressure was still the dominant feature across Europe, now centred over Germany but with a weak warm 

front just nudging its way along the south coast of England. This added cloud and moisture brought patchy hill 

fog with rain and drizzle to our shores later that evening which finally cleared around noon the following day. 

Fair or fine conditions settled in thereafter as that high remained slow moving over central Europe with a mild 

and gentle southeasterly flow up over the islands.  

At 0259hrs on the 13th asteroid ‘Sar2667’ was observed entering the atmosphere just to the east of the island, 

disintegrating as it fell to earth. Reports suggest it burnt up over Normandy, northern France. 

Plenty of sunshine and above average temperatures prevailed through to late afternoon on the 15
th

 when we 

started to see that European high drift away eastward to allow a weakening Atlantic cold front to nudge in 

from the west, with thickening cloud bringing rain, drizzle and mist to the islands through the evening. Mild 

temperatures were still the order of the day with our weather now more tropically orientated but cloudier 

conditions brought outbreaks of light rain and drizzle with mist and hill fog to our shores. Less than 10 minutes 

of sunshine was recorded over the 3 day period 16th to 18th. 

The Azores high was extending a ridge across Central Europe by now too, with weakening fronts draped across 

the UK. Benign but rather cloudy conditions ensued through the 19
th

 and 20
th

 under that high’s influence but 

gradually this feature edged away eastward with a series of slow moving showery troughs nudging slowly up 

from France and Biscay by the 21
st

. Low cloud and mist by daybreak thickened in to hill fog by mid morning 

with scattered showers that afternoon turning to more general rain and drizzle during the evening and 

overnight in to the 22nd. A clearing cold front introduced cooler, fresher and brighter weather by noon but with 

just a few isolated showers that afternoon.  



A large area of high pressure building in mid Atlantic was by now starting to dominate the UK weather, 

introducing cooler air from the northwest but rather cloudy skies locally as our winds settled in to the 

northeast for the 23rd with a rash of showers, occasionally heavy and with hail in the morning, through the day. 

Temperatures picked up slowly from just 4°C around dawn to 8°C by dusk but freshening northeast winds and 

mostly cloudy conditions continued to make it feel quite raw. Those showers continued overnight but became 

more isolated by dawn as that high further extended its influence across the islands. 

The cool northerly flow across the UK brought a series of weak fronts down across the country in association 

with low pressure slow moving over Scandinavia. Those fronts led to a scattering of mostly light rain showers 

at times for us over the next couple of days but gradually that high edged eastward to be centred over 

Scotland by the 26
th

. Whilst this feature kept any frontal systems at bay it did set us up nicely for a fresh 

northeasterly down the Channel with the resulting cool, dry airflow picking up a rash of rain showers, 

occasionally with hail as well. 

 

 

Jersey’s Weather Radar showing a line of showers running down over the islands from the northeast. 

 

This high remained slow moving to close out the month with a continuation of cool northeasterly winds, a 

scattering of rain or occasionally hail showers and air temperatures falling away to mid single figures celcius.  

Despite the cool finish to the month, February ended up slightly warmer than average due largely to milder 

Atlantic air at the start and again mid month. We also saw the sunniest February since 2019 with only 3 sunless 

days and despite a rather damp last day we recorded just 27.1mm of rain making this February the driest since 

2004. The 12 months to 28
th

 February recorded 2136.4hrs of sunshine, the highest such total since 1964. With 

a mean monthly Sea Level presssure of 1030hPa this was the highest reading for this month for 11 years. We 

also noted the lowest mean wind speed for this month for 25 years and at just 30 knots, the lowest maximum 

gust recorded since records began at the airport in 1947. 

Winter 2022/23 was slightly milder than average at 7.7°C with no air frosts and the lowest air temperature 

being +0.3°C on 22nd January. All 3 winter months were very similar in mean air temperatures and whilst 

December and  January yielded some 10 inches of rain, February produced just over 1 inch leading to a very 

average overall total. Similarly the winter sunshine total was very close to the 30 year average, bolstered by 

February’s 104.9 hours after disappointing totals from the 2 previous months.  



Winter  2022/23 30 Yr Avg Anomaly/% 

Rain (mm) 277.1 283.1 97.9 

Sun (hrs) 208.9 207.3 100.8 

Mean Max (°C) 9.5 9.2 +0.3 

Mean Min (°C) 5.8 5.5 +0.3 

Mean (°C) 7.6 7.4 +0.2 

 



FEBRUARY 2023

DAY DATE BAROMETER TEMPERATURE       deg C                WIND                  RAIN SUN

hPa AIR GRASS SOIL              DIR'N SPEED(knots) W E A T H E R

at 9a.m. MAX MIN MEAN MIN 30cm 100cm 9a.m. 9a.m. MEAN MAX mm hrs

Wed 1 1030.6 10.5 8.3 9.4 5.4 7.6 8.5 300 12 12.1 24 TR 1.2 Cloudy w ith isol show ers

Thu 2 1032.4 10.8 8.6 9.7 6.2 7.7 8.6 280 12 12.1 22 0.5 0.9 Cloudy w ith isol show ers 

Fri 3 1036.0 11.2 8.5 9.9 6.6 8.1 8.6 280 09 10.3 21 TR 3.0 Cloudy w ith patchy light rain & drz, occn fair

Sat 4 1039.7 9.4 8.1 8.8 6.7 8.4 8.8 290 02 4.3 13 TR NIL Overcast w ith light drz eve

Sun 5 1045.5 9.4 4.4 6.9 6.3 8.4 8.9 040 09 7.8 20 NIL 6.5 Cldy w ith early light rain & drz bec fair then f ine 

Mon 6 1042.1 8.5 3.6 6.1 0.4 7.4 9.0 090 10 7.7 19 NIL 8.7 Fine, bec fair eve

Tue 7 1037.6 7.6 2.7 5.2 -1.5 6.7 9.0 070 11 8.8 20 NIL 8.9 Fine 

Wed 8 1035.4 8.2 0.9 4.6 -4.1 5.9 8.9 090 03 3.4 09 NIL 9.2 Fine occn fair/cldy eve. Early hoar frost

Thu 9 1033.6 10.8 4.3 7.6 -2.1 6.3 8.7 320 04 4.4 10 0.6 0.5 Mainly cldy. Patchy rain/drz late pm. Shallow  fog ptchs eve

Fri 10 1039.3 10.7 6.3 8.5 1.0 7.1 8.6 250 04 4.7 12 0.2 3.0 Fair. Shallow  fog/fog patch early eve. Drz & fog by midnight

Sat 11 1037.9 10.1 6.4 8.3 0.6 7.7 8.6 180 03 4.5 16 0.4 2.1 Drizzle, mist & hill fog clrng am. Cldy occn fair pm

Sun 12 1036.2 9.2 5.5 7.4 3.8 7.8 8.6 110 12 10.4 18 TR(dew) 9.1 Early low  cloud bec f ine 

Mon 13 1032.7 9.5 5.7 7.6 3.0 7.5 8.7 150 12 11.4 20 0.1(dew) 8.2 Fine w ith dew  early bec fair then f ine pm & eve

Tue 14 1031.2 11.4 6.3 8.9 4.0 7.8 8.8 130 06 9.0 17 NIL 8.4 Mist & fog patches early am bec f ine

Wed 15 1025.0 11.5 7.6 9.6 4.5 7.5 8.8 170 09 9.0 16 TR 7.3 Fine bec cldy late pm w ith isol shw rs. Rain & drz w ith mist late eve

Thu 16 1023.4 11.1 9.1 10.1 7.7 8.5 8.8 220 14 14.4 27 0.3 NIL Cldy occn misty w ith rain & drz am. Drz & fog pm

Fri 17 1027.8 10.9 9.5 10.2 9.3 9.1 8.9 260 17 16.0 26 0.1 NIL Cldy w ith mist, drz & hill fog clrng late pm

Sat 18 1028.2 10.9 9.4 10.2 8.8 9.4 9.0 250 15 15.7 27 TR 0.1 Cldy w ith rain & drz. Mist & fog late pm clrng mid eve

Sun 19 1030.5 10.7 7.6 9.2 6.2 9.5 9.1 300 10 9.8 25 NIL 3.8 Fair bec cloudy

Mon 20 1029.4 8.8 5.6 7.2 6.9 9.2 9.3 250 07 6.3 17 NIL 0.5 Mainly cloudy

Tue 21 1019.5 9.2 4.9 7.1 5.4 9.0 9.4 120 04 4.2 12 4.7 0.3 Cldy w ith mist & fog by mid am, clrng early pm. Shw rs pm, rain eve

Wed 22 1013.3 9.5 6.1 7.8 7.2 9.2 9.5 310 13 9.0 24 10.3 5.0 Cloudy w ith rain, drz & fog clrng mid am to fair w ith isol shw rs

Thu 23 1016.9 8.8 3.8 6.3 -0.1 8.2 9.5 070 07 9.2 28 3.6 0.8 Bec cldy w ith frq shw rs am, occn hvy + hail. Isol shw rs pm & eve

Fri 24 1014.7 8.3 4.6 6.5 2.1 8.3 9.5 030 09 8.9 21 TR 3.0 Fair to cldy w ith occn shw rs

Sat 25 1015.4 7.9 5.4 6.7 3.9 7.9 9.4 050 14 12.3 30 TR 2.8 Fair am bec mainly cldy w ith occn shw rs

Sun 26 1023.6 7.4 4.0 5.7 3.1 7.4 9.2 050 14 14.2 30 0.2 5.7 Fair to cldy w ith occn shw rs. Hail late am

Mon 27 1029.4 6.8 3.7 5.3 2.4 7.1 9.2 070 15 12.2 28 0.8 3.7 Fair w ith occn shw rs, dying out by mid pm. Cldy by late eve

Tue 28 1032.0 7.9 4.2 6.1 2.4 6.9 9.1 040 12 11.4 25 5.3 2.2 Cldy occn fair @ noon. Sct rain/hail shw rs am & eve

MEAN 1030.0 9.5 5.9 7.7 3.8 7.9 9.0 W 9.6 9.4 TOTAL 27.1 104.9

30 YEAR AVG

1991-2020 1017.8 8.8 4.9 6.9 2.5 7.0 8.0 SW 12.5 12.6  ///// 75.8 87.0

EXTREMES NUMBER RAIN WET SNOW/ HAIL THNDER LGHTNG AIR GROUND FOG FOG GALE NO

ARE IN   OF DAYS 0.2mm 1.0mm SLEET FROST FROST 9a.m. SUN

BOLD TYPE WITH 11 4 0 4 0 0 0 4 9 2 0 3 TOTALS FOR YEAR TO DATE

RECORDS FROM JANUARY 1947 RAINFALL 147.1 mm SUNSHINE 166.2 hrs

WETTEST DAY 59.0mm DRIEST MONTH 4.8mm LOWEST MIN  -7.2°C WARMEST MNTH 9.0°C SUNNIEST MNTH 150.5 RAIN DAYS 30 SUNLESS DAYS 12

DAY/YEAR 18th/1978 YEAR 1965 DAY/YEAR 21st/'48,7th/'91 YEAR 1990 YEAR 2019 WET DAYS 20

WETTEST MNTH 182.8mm HIGHEST MAX 16.1°c LOWEST GRASS  -11.1°C COLDEST MNTH 1.5°C DULLEST MNTH 36.1hrs

YEAR 1978 DAY/YEAR 27th/2019 DAY/YEAR 12th/1978 YEAR 1986 YEAR 1976

 


